
THINKING
HUMAN

A practical introduction to 
Human Resources



A quick
Message
This is perhaps the first time you've
been told that your business is actually
about looking after your people.

As Stephen Covey, author of 7 Habits of
Highly Effective People, is quoted
as saying: “Always treat your employees
exactly as you want them to treat your
best customers.”

But when you started your business, it is
unlikely that anyone gave you the
advice that the humans you would
employ and then rely on to support and
grow your business would provide you
with a unique set of challenges that
needed to be managed.

You probably addressed the need to
make sure you were paying the right
amounts but this is often where we find
the advice you were provided ends.

Human Resources (HR) is a fascinating
and sometimes overwhelming part of a
business yet, with some care around
how you approach the way it works for
your business, it can sometimes be the
most rewarding and beneficial way your
business will grow. 

ELISIA COETZEE
DIRECTOR
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It's the little
things that
matter...

I love dealing with the many different

types of 'people problems' in a business

and I love creating the HR Activities to

both solve the problem and meet the

goals of a business or project.

But I'll jump on my soapbox and say 

 that I don't go in for calling human

resources 'People and Happiness' or

'Centre for Excellence' or any other name

we care to create for this function.

Simply because 'HR' is NOT a dirty word

and 'resources' are the tools and

support we provide to our workforce so

they can succeed.... with people at the

centre of everything we create.

BY ROB SHEPPARD

The first concept is the Human Centred
HR approach you can take to building

your HR function. 

The second is the Employee Lifecycle
that governs how you manage your

employees and what they require at

each stage of their career with you.

I wish I could claim these concepts as

mine (they've been around in the world

of HR for a while) but they are worth

knowing right at the start of your

journey.

"HR is not a Dirty Word."

Over the years, I've learnt two *secrets*

to getting HR right and wanted to

introduce you to these first two

concepts before we plunge into working

with you on improving how you manage

and grow the people in your business.
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Human Centred HR
Our model recognises that people
are at the centre of everything we
do in business. 

Three key 'resources' need to be

considered when designing a HR

framework - and placing people in

the centre when creating the

activities helps keep it focused on

your people.

Compliance (employment laws) are

the first elements to ensure are met

so you have solid foundations of

employment in place. Otherwise

you'll always be looking over your

shoulder!

For example, minimum wages,

ensuring flat rates are better off

overall and ways to manage record

keeping requirements.

Protection is the framework of tools

and resources (and vision) you

provide to support your people to

work and grow. 'Company Rules'

such as how to behave or clear

processes to undertake work help

protect you and your employees.

Performance is the culture you

develop to coach, align and develop

your people - knowing this is aligned

to the company vision and mission.
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EMPLOYEE LIFECYCLE
So, we're designing our resources

with our humans squarely in our

sights. Check. 

Once this is done, we can then safely

dive into understanding the CORE
stages the humans in our care go

through as they grow (or depart) our

business. 

By knowing these stages, we can

ensure the right Protections and

Performance elements are in place

for the right stage of our people's

development with our business.

First thing to note is that the

Lifecycle is a closed loop as an

employee will need to be supported

similarly as they come into or move

onto another role with your

business.

There is a reason for this and it can

be demonstrated with the following

question:

"have  you ever come across
someone promoted (or recruited

into a new role) who is beyond their
'capability"?

If you answered yes... who's fault is

that really...?
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$40
MILLION

the amount of underpaid wages
recovered by the Fair Work

Ombudsman 2018 -2019

ONE IN TWO
EMPLOYEES HAVE

LEFT A JOB TO
GET AWAY FROM

A MANAGER
Gallup's 'State of the American

Manager' report.

31%
The percentage of applicants who

think it is acceptable to 
'lie' in an interview. 

(from a SEEK study that found 59% of candidates
don’t think it’s acceptable to lie about anything

during an interview).
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When to Think Human

Certain points in your business or

employee growth will be when you

particularly want to think about your

humans.

These 'inflection points' will be different

between businesses but there are a

few HR considerations you can make

when they happen. 

Consider 1) what type of 'resource' is

needed and 2) what stage of the

employee lifecycle is the resource

being designed to meet? 

Over the years, we've noticed a few

inflection points to consider thinking

human include:

Decision to employ staff

Australian industrial relations is

complicated and it’s easy to make

mistakes which can lead to big

problems later. Build solid 'compliance

foundations' at this stage.

Business changing in size

Think through your job roles and

organisational structures, determine if

business policies are still fit for purpose

and ensure  a system for getting the

most from your team in a consistent way

so everyone is moving forward aligned.

Dismiss an employee

Create models for the way that

Managers do this (fairly) while

maintaining a positive culture with the

rest of your team and meeting

workplace laws.

Paying a 'flat rate'

Review your 'compliance foundations'

against the award using a Better Off

Overall Test (as back pay is normally the

outcome where this is wrong).

"HR is more than just meeting the law.
It is about providing a meaningful way

for your people to know what is
expected of them AND to be engaged

with your vision."
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The Fair Work Ombudsman is the
chief regulator for National System
employers. Their website is loaded

with great resources and their
'hotline' is staffed with helpful
officers. A practical tip, when

phoning, it may take a while to
speak to someone and sometimes

be very clear on what you don't
know to make sure you get all the

info.

Want to know more about HR in Australia? 

Here are the links to KEY Government and advisory
bodies in Australia to save you time.

Fair Work
Ombudsman

The Fair Work Commission is the 
 Australian industrial relations

tribunal created by the Fair Work
Act 2009. Their goal is to ensure a
fair workplace for employees and

employers. For example, non-
compliance may end up in front of
a Commissioner if a matter cannot
be resolved through the services of

the Fair Work Ombudsman.

Fair Work
Commission

Wageline is the State System
equivalent to the Fair Work

Ombudsman in terms of providing
advice and guidance to employers

and employees on state system
industrial relations. For example,
wages and conditions. A practical

tip, they usually don't take long to
answer a call but like the

ombudsman, sometimes it's the
questions you don't ask that make

the difference.

Wageline

This is the official peak body 
for HR in Australia.

They allow non-members to
register for newsletters (which we
also monitor and review) to ensure

every one with an interest can
access information related to HR.
We're Chartered status members
and keep across this anyway for
our clients...but they have some

great articles too!

Australian HR
Institute (AHRI)
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http://www.fairwork.gov.au/
https://www.fwc.gov.au/
https://www.commerce.wa.gov.au/labour-relations/contact-wageline
https://www.ahri.com.au/


THANK YOU
We hope this guide has helped start some thoughts

for you on why 'thinking human' at various stages

of your business lifecycle is essential to your

successful growth.

Visit us at our website for more articles and

resources like this document or contact one of the

team directly if you want to ask us another

question.

When it comes to your people, there is no such

thing as a silly question!

Visit our 
WEBSITE

ROB SHEPPARD
DIRECTOR
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http://www.quantumhr.com.au/
http://www.quantumhr.com.au/
http://www.quantumhr.com.au/

